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Abstract
CCAMLR Conservation Measure 32/X sets a 1.5 million tonne
precautionary catch limit on krill (Euphausia superba) in Statistical
Area 48. The measure also implies an application in future of
precautionary limits to subareas or local areas of this area. Nine
alternative methods of detennining subarea or local area krill catch limits
are evaluated relative to six criteria: (i) the degree to which information
on biological relationships is considered; (ii) the cost of data collection;
(iii) the reliability of required information; (iv) the ease of enforcement;
(v) the effects on current fishing patterns; and (vi) the potential for delay
in implementing the alternative. An alternative is less likely to adversely
impact dependent species (e.g., penguins and seals) if the ecological
relationships between krill and their predators are explicitly considered
and the potential for delayed implementation is low. Therefore, we
consider the following tradeoff to be important: choosing a biologically
explicit alternative and delaying implementation, or choosing a
biologically unrealistic alternative and implementing a management
scheme immediately. We recognise that other tradeoffs may be equally
important. Alternatives that allocate the 1.5 million tonne limit by evenly
dividing the catch among subareas or by using historical catches to set
limits can be categorised as having a low potential for delaying
implementation, but they ignore information on biological relationships.
Alternatives based on protective zones, critical periods, predator
censuses, and predator-prey models include large amounts of biological
information, but may not be practical in the near future. Alternatives
based on continental shelf area, simple pulse fishing, and krill surveys
are not biologically explicit and result in delayed implementation. None
of the alternatives are categorised as being both biologically explicit and
immediately available for implementation. However, two of the
alternatives (Le., protective zones and critical periods) are unsatisfactory
only because they would alter current fishing patterns. These two
alternatives could be implemented immediately if the CCAMLR Member
nations are willing to tolerate changes in current fishing patterns.

Resume
La me sure de conservation 32/X de la CCAMLR fixe la limite preventive
de capture de krill (Euphausia superba) de la zone statistique 48 it 1,5
million de tonnes. Cette me sure implique egalement l'application
prochaine de limites preventives aux sous-zones et aires localisees de
cette zone. Neuf nouvelles methodes de determination des limites de
capture de krill dans les sous-zones ou aires localisees sont evaluees,
relativement it six criteres: i) jusqu'it quel point sont prises en compte les
informations sur les relations biologiques; ii) le cout de la collecte
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des donnees; iii) la fiabilite des infonnations requises; iv) la facilite de la
mise en application; v) les effets sur les tendances de peche actuelles; et
vi) le risque d'un delai dans la mise en place d'une nouvelle methode.
Une nouvelle methode risque de ne pas avoir autant d'effets nefastes sur
les especes dependantes (telles que les manchots ou les phoques) si les
relations ecologiques entre le laill et ses predateurs sont prises en
consideration et si sa mise en place est peu susceptible d'etre retardee.
Ainsi nous reconnaissons l'importance du compromis suivant: soit
choisir une methode explicite sur le plan biologique et retarder sa mise
en place, soit choisir une methode peu realiste sur le plan biologique et
mettre en place immediatement un systeme de gestion. Nous
reconnaissons que d'autres compromis peuvent etre tout aussi
importants. Les methodes allouant la limite de 1,5 tonne soit a parts
egales entre les sous-zones soit en basant les limites sur les captures
anciennes peuvent etre c1assees dans une categorie a risques reduits de
mise en place tardive, mais elles ne tiennent pas compte des
infonnations sur les relations biologiques. Les methodes fondees sur
les zones de protection, les periodes critiques, les recensements des
predateurs, et les modeIes predateurs-proies comportent un grand
nombre d'informations biologiques, mais risquent de ne pas etre
pratiques dans un proche avenir. Les methodes reposant sur la zone du
plateau continental, la peche par a-coups ordinaire et les campagnes
d'evaluation du krill ne sont pas explicites sur le plan biologique et se
soldent par un retard dans la mise en place. Aucune de ces methodes
n'est a la fois explicite sur le plan biologique et prete a etre mise en place
dans l'immediat. Toutefois, deux des methodes (a savoir zones de
protection et periodes critiques) sont peu satisfaisantes uniquement du
fait qu'elles modifieraient les tendances de peche actuelles. Ces deux
methodes pourraient etre applicables dans l'immediat si les pays
membres de la CCAMLR acceptaient de toIerer des changements dans les
tendances de peche actuelles.
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Resumen
La Medida de conservaci6n 32/X establece un limite de captura
precautorio para el kril (Euphausia superba) de 1.5 millones de
toneladas en el Area estadistisca 48. Esta medida tambien supone una
futura aplicaci6n de limites de captura precautorios a subareas 0 zonas
especificas en este area en el futuro. Se evaluan nueve metodos
alternativos para determinar los limites de captura de kril por subarea 0
zona especifica en conexi6n a seis principios: (i) la medida en que se
considera la informaci6n sobre las relaciones bio16gicas; (ii) el coste de
recopilaci6n de datos; (iii) la fiabilidad de la informaci6n requerida;
(iv) la facilidad de ejecuci6n; (v) los efectos en los regimenes de pesca
actuales; y (vi) la posibilidad de retrasar la puesta en marcha del metodo
alternativo. Un metodo alternativo tiene menos probabilidades dedafiar
alas especies dependientes (p.ej. pingiiinos y focas) si se toman en
cuenta explicitamente las relaciones eco16gicas entre el kril y sus
depredadores y si la probabilidad de retrasar su aplicaci6n es baja. Por
10 tanto, consideramos relevantes las siguientes compensaciones: elegir
una alternativa bio16gicamente detallada con un retraso en su aplicaci6n,
o elegir una alternativa bio16gicamente poco realista poniendo en marcha
un sistema de gesti6n inmediato.
Reconocemos que otras
compensaciones podrian ser igualmente vruidas. Aquellas alternativas
que desglosan ellimite de 1.5 millones de toneladas en partes iguales
entre las subareas 0 las que emplean los historiales de captura para fijar
limites se pueden considerar con pocas posibilidades de retrasar la
puesta en marcha, aunque se desconozca la informaci6n sobre las
relaciones bio16gicas. Aquellas alternativas basadas en las zonas
protegidas, en periodos criticos, en censos de depredadores, y en los
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modelos depredador-presa, incluyen muchos datos bio16gicos pero
pueden ser inutiles a corto plazo. Por otra parte, las alternativas
centradas en la zona de la plataforma continental, en la pesca por pulso
simple, y en las prospecciones de kril no contienen informaci6n
bio16gica detallada y resultan en una ejecuci6n tardia. Ninguna de las
altemativas se clasifican a la vez como bio16gicamente detalladas y
disponibles para ser aplicadas inmediatamente. Sin embargo, dos de las
alternativas (p.ej. zonas protegidas y periodos criticos) son inapropiadas
por el solo hecho de que pueden alterar los regimenes de pesca actuales.
Estas dos alternativas podrian ser aplicadas de inmediato si los Estados
miembros de la CCRVMA estan dispuestos a aceptar cambios en los
regimenes de pesca existentes.

1.

INTRODUCflON

In November, 1991, the Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living
Resources (CCAMLR) adopted Conservation Measure 32/X. This conservation measure sets a
1.5 million tonne precautionary catch limit on krill, Euphausia superba, in Statistical Area 48
(CCAMLR,1991a). Conservation Measure 32/X also requires CCAMLR'S Scientific Committee
to provide the Commission with advice on how the 1.5 million tonne limit could be allocated
between subareas or local areas if the total catch in Subareas 48.1 (Antarctic Peninsula),
48.2 (South Orkney Islands), and 48.3 (South Georgia) exceeds 620000 tonnes in any fishing
season.
It is important to consider alternative methods for estimating subarea or local area catch
limits before the total krill catch in Statistical Area 48 totals 620 000 tonnes. Reactive
management is not an acceptable, long-term strategy for managing the krill fishery (SC-CAMLR,
1991). Considering alternative catch allocation strategies before 620 000 tonnes of kriU are
caught in Statistical Area 48 helps prevent reactive krill management.
The primary goal of any catch allocation scheme should be to minimise the probability
of adversely impacting species that depend on kriU as a primary food source (e.g., penguins and
seals); this is mandated by Article II of the CCAMLR Convention. The probability of adverse
impact is affected by our understanding of the relationships between krill, their predators, and
their environment, and the degree to which this understanding can be incorporated into specific
management terms. The probability of adverse impact is also affected by practical
considerations, such as the reliability of information used by the alternative, the complexity of
the management rules, the disruption of current fishing strategies, and, ultimately, the delay in
implementing an effective allocation scheme.
We used the following criteria to evaluate nine alternative schemes for allocating krill
catches among subareas or local areas:
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(1)

Amount of information on biological interactions explicitly considered in the
alternative: Presumably, as more information is incorporated into an allocation
scheme, the probability of adversely impacting dependent species will decrease.
This may not be the case, particularly if functional relationships are incorrectly
specified or if there is high variability in the data, but, as a first approximation, we
will ignore these concerns.
.

(2)

Longterm costs of collecting the data required to implement the alternative: Cost
will increase if frequent surveys are required or if sampling effort must be
increased to achieve a desired level of precision. Short-term costs associated with
initial implementation of an alternative are not considered

(3)

Reliability of the information used in the alternative: Both precision and accuracy
are important. Reliability is high if the required quantities/parameters can be
estimated precisely and without bias.

(4)

Ease of enforcing the alternative: Enforcement is difficult when the allocation
scheme is complex and when catch allocations are frequently changed (these make
it harder to maintain consensus in the Commission).

(5)

Change to current fishing patterns: Allocation schemes differ in the degree to
which they would change the historical distribution of fishing effort and in the
amount of discretion given to the fishing vessels. Schemes that alter current
fishing patterns usually lead to management delays (see below).

(6)

Delay in implementing the alternative: Delays may be caused by political
resistance towards altering current fishing patterns or by data unavailability. We
assume that delay in implementing the alternative increases the probability of
adverse impact on dependent species.

The nine alternatives for allocating krill catches among subareas are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Historical catches,
Even division among subareas,
Shelf area,
Simple pulse fishing,
Protective zones,
Critical periods,
Predator censuses,
Krill surveys, and
Models of predator-prey interactions.

This paper is intended to initiate a discussion about alternative methods of allocating the
1.5 million tonne precautionary catch limit in Statistical Area 48 between subareas or local areas.
Since krill catches are usually concentrated near predator breeding colonies (Agnew 1991;
Everson and Goss 1991), an allocation scheme is necessary to protect vulnerable predator
populations and maintain CCAMLR' s ecosystem perspective. The list of alternative allocation
strategies presented in this paper is not exhaustive. The examples discussed in this paper focus
on methods that limit krill catches directly; we do not consider methods to limit the catch by
controlling fishing effort or fishing efficiency.
2.

COMPARISON OF AL1ERNATIVE ALLOCATION STRA1EGIES

2.1

The Historical Catch Alternative

One of the initial proposals for setting a precautionary catch limit on krill in Statistical
Area 48 was to base this limit on historical catches (SC-CAMLR, 1991). This type of strategy
could also be used to allocate the catch between subareas or local areas. Between 1981 and
1991, about 18%, 48%, and 34% of the total krill catch in Statistical Area 48 was taken from
Subareas 48.1,48.2, and 48.3, respectively (CCAMLR, 1991b). Estimating precautionary catch
limits according to historical catches gives a limit of 270 000 tonnes for Subarea 48.1
(1 500000 tonnes x 0.18 = 270 000 tonnes), 720 000 tonnes for Subarea 48.2, and
510 000 tonnes for Subarea 48.3.
The historical catch alternative does not consider interactions between kriU and
dependent predators. The data used to calculate the historical catch distribution are probably
reliable. There are no costs associated with data collection. The management scheme is not
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complex and is easy to enforce. Fishing patterns can be maintained because past behavior is
used to set current catch limits. Finally, this management scheme could be implemented
immediately. These points are summarised in Table 1.
2.2

The Even Division Alternative

The precautionary limit of 1.5 million tonnes can be evenly divided between subareas or
local areas. For example, the catch limits for Subareas 48.1, 48.2, and 48.3 could be set at
500 000 tonnes each (1500 000 tonnes/3 = 500 000 tonnes). The catch can be further divided
between local areas. For example, if the catch limit for Subarea 48.1 was 500 000 tonnes, then
localised catch limits for Smith Island, Livingston Island, King George Island, and Elephant
Island areas could be set at 125000 tonnes each (500 000 tonnes/4 = 125000 tonnes).
Evenly dividing the total catch between subareas or local areas does not consider
interactions between krill and dependent predators. This alternative does not require data
collection, so data reliability and collection costs are not important concerns. The simplicity of
the even division alternative makes it easy to enforce. This alternative might not affect current
fishing patterns because the largest catch ever taken from a single subarea is just over
250000 tonnes (CCAMLR, 1991b). However, if fishing effort continues to be distributed
according to historical proportions some of the catch will have to be redistributed from Subarea
48.2 to Subarea 48.1 (compare 500 000 tonnes per subarea to the limits prescribed by the
historical catch alternative). Thus, for the even division alternative, it is difficult to evaluate the
effects on current fishing patterns. The even division method can be implemented immediately.
These points are summarised in Table 1.
2.3

The Shelf Area Alternative

Krill catch limits can be based on the area of continental shelf (say depth 250 m) within
each subarea or local area. The basis of such an allocation scheme is to evenly distribute the
catch throughout the areas where land-based predators and fisheries are most likely to interact.
The total area of seabed in Subareas 48.1,48.2, and 48.3 less than or equal to 250 m in depth is
about 208 861 km2 (Everson, 1987; Everson and Campbell, 1990). Approximately 52% of the
total is from Subarea 48.1,32% from Subarea 48.2, and 16% from Subarea 48.3. Using these
proportions, catch limits for Subareas 48.1, 48.2, and 48.3 would be 780 000 tonnes
(1 500 000 tonnes x 0.52), 480000 tonnes, and 240 000 tonnes, respectively.
The shelf area alternative does not explicitly consider the relationships between krill and
dependent predators. The seabed area data presented in Everson (1987) and Everson and
Campbell (1990) are reliable. There are no data collection costs for this alternative, and
enforcement would be easy. The shelf area method would significantly alter current fishing
patterns. Historically, the krill fishery has taken the bulk of its catch from Subareas 48.2 and
48.3 (CCAMLR, 1991b), but the greatest proportion of shelf area is in Subarea 48.1
(Everson, 1987; Everson and Camp bell, 1990). Therefore, allocating catches according to shelf
area will concentrate krill catches on the southern edge of the historical fishing grounds. This
redistribution of catch could have adverse impacts on the fishery (e.g., shorter fishing seasons
during years with increased ice cover). The shelf area alternative could be effected immediately,
but, since current fishing patterns would be altered, delays in implementation would be likely.
These points are summarised in Table 1.
2.4

The Simple Pulse Fishing Alternative

A simple pulse fishing strategy could be used to temporally cycle the krill catch between
subareas by allowing all 1.5 million tonnes to be taken from a single subarea in a single year.
Then, for the following two years, that subarea would be closed to fishing. For example, if
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1.5 million tonnes of krill were taken from Subarea 48.1 this year, it would be closed to fishing
during the two following years while Subareas 48.2 and 48.3 were subsequently opened and
closed. We do not know if 1.5 million tonnes of krill can be taken from a single subarea, every
three years, without adversely impacting dependent predator populations.
The simple pulse fishing alternative does not make an explicit consideration of
krill-predator interactions, so data collection costs and problems with data reliability are not
significant. This type of allocation scheme would be relatively difficult to enforce because
fishing regulations would have to be changed annually (this would require international
consensus at each meeting of the Commission). Pulse fishing would alter current fishing
patterns. Fishing vessels would have limited flexibility areas when Subareas 48.2 and 48.3 are
closed and ice is abundant. A pulse fishing strategy could be effected immediately, but, because
current fishing patterns would be altered, delays in implementation would be likely. These
points are summarised in Table 1.
2.5

The Protective Zone Alternative

This alternative creates protective zones around specific predator breeding colonies. For
example, krill fishing could be prohibited within a 100 nautical mile radius of any island where
fur seals (Arctocephalus gazella) are known to breed. Protective zones provide a spatial refuge
for breeding predators and their prey. Under this alternative, no allocation would be made
among subareas.
The protective zone alternative accounts for interactions between krill and predators by
considering the foraging range of the farthest ranging predator. Foraging range data is usually
collected with radio tracking equipment (see Amos et a!., 1990; AMLR, 1991 for examples), and
this makes initial data collection costs high. However, since foraging ranges only need to be
measured once, there would be no recurring, long-term data collection costs. The data are also
highly variable (some animals swim farther than others), so reliability is a concern. Enforcing
protective zones would be easy, although current fishing patterns would be drastically altered.
Agnew (1991) and Everson and Goss (1991) have clearly shown that krin catches are
concentrated near islands where predators breed. Closing island zones to fishing will force the
fishing vessels farther offshore where krill will be more difficult to find. Vessels would
probably spend considerably more time searching for fishable concentrations of krill. On the
other hand, fishing vessels would not be restricted by subarea catch limits and could freely
pursue operations in those subareas that are most economical. Protective zones could be
prosecuted immediately, but, because current fishing patterns would be altered, delays in
implementation would be likely. These points are summarised in Table 1.
2.6

The Critical Period Alternative

The krill fishery can be closed during "critical periods" corresponding to certain
portions of the predators' reproductive cycles. This alternative is similar to the protected zone
approach, but the catch limitation is based on temporal rather than spatial considerations. This
method provides a temporal refuge for predators and their prey.
The critical period alternative accounts for interactions between krill and land-breeding
predators during the predators' reproductive phases. Data are already available to describe the
duration of this period for most predator species, so data collection costs will not be significant.
The available data are also reliable. Enforcement of critical periods would be easy because the
management scheme is relatively simple. However, management according to critical periods
would significantly alter current patterns of fishing. Historically, some of the largest catches in
Subareas 48.2 and 48.1 were taken when land-breeding predators were rearing their young
(Everson and Goss, 1991), but these important fishing times would be closed according to the
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critical period alternative. The critical period alternative could be effected immediately, but,
because current fishing patterns would be altered, delays in implementation would be likely.
These points are summarised in Table 1.
2.7

The Periodic Predator Census Alternative

Krill catch limits can be set for subareas or local areas by periodically censusing
predator populations at important breeding sites and adjusting the catch according to some
relationship between predator abundance (or predator condition) and harvestable krill biomass.
This alternative considers predators as indicator species. The Working Group for the CCAMLR
Ecosystem Monitoring Program (WG-CEMP) has made significant progress towards determining
when predators are most vulnerable to competition from commercial fishing and how this
vulnerability may be manifested (e.g., in lowered chick and pup survival rates). WG-CEMP is
also making progress towards defining the prey requirements of many predators (Croll, 1990;
Croxall, 1990; SC-CAMLR, 1991). Thus, it is apparent that much of the information necessary to
implement this alternative is already being collected. However, more data needs to be collected
in order to know how predators respond to temporal changes in prey availability (i.e., we need a
time series of observations that covers a wide range of krill densities). It may take several years
to arrive at a preliminary understanding of how predators respond to krill fishing.
Using predator censuses to estimate krill catch limits explicitly considers the interactions
that occur between some of the major components of the Antarctic marine ecosystem. There
will be an initial cost to collect the data necessary for defining the impacts to predators caused
by changing prey availability, but, in the long term, we expect the most significant cost to be
associated with conducting periodic predator censuses. Annual or semi-annual predator
censuses should not be required because there will probably be a lag before population level
responses to prey availability can be detected and because some predators are fairly long lived.
The reliability of predator census data is probably good. This alternative would be relatively
difficult to enforce because catch limits would have to be periodically changed in order to
respond to changes in predator abundance or condition. There is potential for this alternative to
change current fishing patterns, but this potential is difficult to evaluate. The periodic predator
census alternative could be implemented immediately. These points are summarised in Table 1.
2.8

The Frequent Krill Survey Alternative

Krill catch limits can be set as some proportion of the krill biomass surveyed in a
particular subarea or local area. It would be simple to determine a harvest rate based on some
arbitrary notion. For instance, we might say that the harvest rate for krill in any subarea or local
area could not be greater than the annual survival rate of krill in that area. Then, if the
instantaneous rate of natural mortality for krill is 0.8 (the annual survival rate of krill is 0.45),
and a survey determined that 200 000 tonnes of krill were present in a small, local area, the catch
limit for krill in that area would be 90 000 tonnes (200 000 tonnes x 0.45 = 90 000 tonnes).
U sing frequent krill surveys to determine catch limits does not explicitly consider
predators; this is essentially a single-species alternative. Frequent estimates of krill biomass are
necessary because patterns of krill abundance and distribution are highly variable in time and
space (see Hewitt and Demer, 1992 for one example). This is in direct contrast to the frequency
of surveys required by the periodic predator census alternative. Allocating catch limits
according to estimates of krill biomass requires more frequent sampling because krill
distributions are more dynamic in time and space than predator distributions. Thus, estimating
catch limits from survey estimates of krill biomass will incur substantial long-term costs
associated with data collection. It is also important to note that estimates of the instantaneous
rate of natural mortality rate for krill are highly variable (Miller and Hampton, 1989). Thus,
using this rate (or some derivative of it) may introduce uncertainty into estimates of catch limits.
Enforcement will be difficult because the catch limits will be frequently changed. Current
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fishing patterns might be altered if fishermen have to wait until the krill surveys are completed
before they can start fishing. CCAMLR's Working Group on Krill (WG-Krill) has made
substantial progress towards refining survey design and estimating krill target strength
(SC-CAMLR, 1991); therefore, the krill survey alternative could be implemented immediately.
However, because current fishing patterns are likely to change, actual implementation would
probably be delayed. These points are summarised in Table 1.
2.9

The Model Alternative

Simulation models can be used to estimate subarea or local area krill catch limits.
Consider a simple model with the following form:
local TAC = (local krill biomass) - (local number of predators • per capita predator
demand) - "safety factor"
where the "safety factor" is some number that ensures future krill recruitment. This simple
model has substantial information requirements. It requires both predator surveys and krill
surveys to estimate predator numbers and krill biomass, respectively, and to provide periodic
updates for these estimates. It requires information about krill recruitment, immigration, and
emigration in order to calculate a reasonable "safety factor". Information about per capita
predator demand for krill is also necessary. Also, since most of the data are likely to be spatially
andlor temporally variable, it would be necessary to collect information from every subarea or
local area of interest and to collect this information for a number of years.
Currently, CCAMLR does not have all of the information that a simple model like the one
described above would require. It is important to note, however, that models can be formulated
in the absence of information and gradually updated as more information is obtained.
Preliminary models can be very useful for guiding research or making provisional management
decisions. CCAMLR does have some information (although more information would be
required) on subarea and local area predator abundance and krill density (Shuford and
Spear, 1988; Bengtson et al., 1990; Hewitt and Demer, 1992), and WG-Krill is currently working
on problems associated with krill movement and recruitment (SC-CAMLR, 1991). WG-CEMP
plans to develop some preliminary estimates of predator demand by the summer of 1993
(SC-CAMLR,1991). In general, however, it will take a number of years for CCAMLR to collect
all of the information necessary to successfully model interactions between predators, krill, and
fishermen. During the first few years of data collection, some of the information that is obtained
may not be very reliable (producing uncertainty in any model's estimation of a catch limit).
Again, to account for this variability, data will need to be collected over a period of years and for
a number of areas. The commitment to data collection may be further increased if we consider
that some species are long lived; it may take several generations to detect how krill fishing
impacts predator populations.
There are several advantages associated with using models to estimate subarea or local
area krill catch limits. Models, when formulated successfully, allow large amounts of data to be
incorporated into the management scheme. This is advantageous because including all of the
relevant biological and physical information into a catch allocation strategy meets CCAMLR' s
goal of maintaining an ecosystem perspective. Incorporation of economic factors can also
account for changes in fishing dynamics. Simulation techniques (e.g., bootstrapping) can be
used to estimate parameter uncertainty and evaluate management costs (Le., risk) before
CCAMLR institutes a conservation measure. Thus, models can be used to avoid reactive
management policies.
Estimating subarea or local area catch limits with models incorporates large amounts of
biological information. Data collection will obviously be expensive, and we should expect
uncertainty from model results. Enforceability and effects on current fishing patterns will be
difficult to evaluate until a specific model is proposed. Implementation of the model alternative
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will be significantly delayed while CCAMLR Member nations collect data and debate model
specification. These points are summarised in Table 1.
3.

DISCUSSION

Choosing from the list of alternatives is difficult because the choice involves tradeoffs;
none of the alternatives are perfect. Alternatives that require large amounts of information are
good because they represent an ecosystem approach, but it takes time to collect and analyze this
information. This results in delayed management, and predator populations can be adversely
impacted during this time. Alternatives that do not require much information can be
implemented more quickly to prevent uncontrolled expansion of the fishery, but these
alternatives are not biologically realistic.
In choosing an allocation scheme that minimises the probability of adverse impact to
dependent species, we believe that one of the principal tradeoffs is between the amount of
biological information explicitly considered and the potential for delayed implementation.
Essentially, we feel that the following questions are important: "Should CCAMLR select an
alternative that considers interactions between kriU and predators even though the delays caused
by data collection and resistance to alter current fishing patterns, may have adverse impacts on
dependent predator populations? Or, should CCAMLR select an alternative that controls
expansion of the krill fishery without being biologically explicit?" The nine alternatives were
arranged in a tradeoff matrix (Table 2). Alternatives based on even division among subareas and
historical catches can be categorised as having a low potential for delaying implementation, but
they ignore information on biological relationships. Alternatives based on protective zones,
critical periods, predator censuses, and predator-prey models include a large amount of
biological information, but may not be practical in the near future. The shelf area, simple pulse
fishing, and krill survey alternatives are not biologically explicit and result in delayed
implementation. None of the alternatives were categorised as being both biologically explicit
and immediately available for implementation (this reiterates the point that none of the
alternatives are perfect). However, two of the alternatives (Le., protective zones and critical
periods) are unsatisfactory only because they would alter current fishing patterns. These two
alternatives could be implemented immediately if the member nations to CCAMLR are willing to
tolerate changes in current fishing patterns.
Perhaps CCAMLR should consider two time horizons as it allocates the total catch in
Statistical Area 48 to subareas or local areas. In the short-term CCAMLR should be concerned
with controlling the expansion of the krill fishery. Conservation Measure 32/X, combined with a
provisional catch allocation scheme based on protective areas andlor critical periods, would be an
important step in this direction. Data collection should continue, however, and, in time, sufficient
data would be available to adjust kriU management according to the biological goals outlined in
Article IT of the CCAMLR Convention.
Finally, we would like to reiterate this paper's intent. This paper is intended to provide a
basis for discussion and a template for evaluating other alternative allocation schemes. We hope
that people will feel free to add new alternatives (columns) and new criteria (rows) to Table 1,
develop new tradeoff matrices like Table 2, and make their own evaluations of the various
allocation schemes.
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Table 1:

Characteristics of nine alternatives for allocating the 1.5 million tonne precautionary
catch limit in Statistical Area 48 between subareas or local areas. See the text for a
more detailed description of the evaluation criteria and the allocation alternatives.

AL1ERNATIVES

CRITERIA
Krill-Predator
Interactions
Considered?
Data Reliability
Long-Tenn Data
Collection Costs
Easy to Enforce?
Alter Current
Fishing Patterns?
Delay to
Implement?

Table 2:

Tradeoff matrix characterising krill catch allocation schemes based on the amount of
biological information explicitly considered and the potential for delay in
implementation. The probability of adverse impact on dependent species is
minimised when a high amount of biological information is considered and the
potential for delay is low.

Potential Delay in
Implementation

Low

High
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Biological Information Explicitly Considered

Ugende des tableaux
Tableau 1:

Caracteristiques de neuf methodes d'allocation de la limite preventive de capture
de 1,5 million de tonnes dans la zone statistique 48 aux sous-zones ou aux aires
localisees. Se reporter au texte pour la description plus detaiUee des criteres
d'evaluation et les methodes d'allocation.

Tableau 2:

Matrlce des compromis caracterisant les systemes d'allocation de la capture de
kriU basee sur le nombre d'informations biologiques examinees explicitement et
le risque de retard dans la mise en place. La probabilite d'effets nuisibles sur
les especes dependantes est reduite au minimum lorsque la quantite
d'informations biologiques examinee est elevee et le risque de retard dans la
mise en place est faible.

CnHCOK Ta6JIHU;
Ta6JIHu;a

1:

XapaKTepHCTHKH

,lleB5.lTH

aJIbTepHaTHBHblX

BapHaHTOB

pacnpe,lleJIeHH5.I npe,llOXpaHHTeJIbHOrO OrpaHHqeHH5.I Ha BblJIOB
MHJIJIHOHa TOHH) B CTaTHCTHQeCKOM patio He

48

(1,5

Me:>K,lly nO,llpatioHaMH

HJIH JIOKaJIbHblMH patioHaMH. SOJIee nO,llp06HOe onHcaHHe KpHTepHeB
ou;eHKH H aJIbTepHaTHB pacnpe,lleJIeHH5.I ,llaeTC5.I B TeKCTe.
Ta6JIHu;a

2:

MaTpHu;a paCQeTa Pa3JIHQHbIX cxeM pacnpe,lleJIeHH5.I BblJIOBa KPHJI5.I,
OCHOBaHHa5.1

Ha

6HOJIOrHQeCKoti
OCYlIleCTBJIeHH5.I.
3aBHCHMblX

06beMe

HenOCpe,llCTBeHHO

HH<popMaU;HH
Bep05.lTHOCTb

BH,llOB

H

B03MO:>KHOCTH

OTpHu;aTeJIbHbIX

MHHHMaJIbHa

eCJIH

YQHTbIBaeMoti
OTJIO:>KeHH5.I

nOCJIe,llCTBHti

paCCMaTpHBaeTC5.I

,llJI5.I

60JIblllOe

KOJIHQeCTBO 6HOJIOrHQeCKoti HH<popMaU;HH H B03MO:>KHOCTb 3a,llep:>KOK
HH3Ka.

Lista de las tablas
Tabla 1:

Caracteristicas de nueve alternativas para distribuir el lfmite de captura
precautorio de 1.5 mil10nes de tone1adas en el Area estadfstica 48 por subareas
o zonas especificas. Refierase al texto para obtener una descripci6n detallada
del criterio de evaluaci6n y las alternativas de distrlbuci6n.

Tabla2:

Matriz de compensaci6n que caracteriza los sistemas de distribuci6n de
capturas de kril basada en la cantidad de informaci6n biol6gica considerada en
detalle y la posible demora de la puesta en marcha. La probabilidad de dafiar a
las especies dependientes se ve reducida cuando se considera gran cantidad de
informaci6n bio16gica y la posibilidad de retraso es minima.
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